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WATER SERIES I PART 1 OF 3

Constructive criticism
necessary for successful
instructor evaluations

WHAT'S IN OUR

WATER?

ByAlissaWidman

are more handsAt the onset of every semester,
returning faculty members receive
Student evaluations for the previous semester's courses.
The consensus appears that
these evaluations are necessary for
instructors to improve classes, but
some students and faculty fear current methods may produce inconsistent results.
"The objective isn't necessarily to
he the most popular on campus,
but instead to be the most effective, which is different,'' said (iary
Lee, chair of the University's sociology department. "Generally, very
low and high scores are partial
larly meaningful, but sometimes
it's hard to tell with the scores in
between."
Evaluations are department
specific and are administered by
instructors during the last two
weeks of a semester, he said. The
evaluations are then compiled by
secretaries and reviewed by department chairs before being returned
to instructors during the first few
weeks of the following semester.
Many University departments,
like Lee's, are "going green" and
cutting financial costs by transitioning to an online evaluation system, he said.
I Iowever, these new evaluations

Story by Alia Rapai | Assistant Gly Editor

GarySilverman.directorof Environmental
Health and Sustainability at the University,
said he has researched water and wastewater quality for many years as well as worked
for Metropolitan Water District of southern

California.
He said he remembers that several years
ago the people of Howling Green were
unhappy with the water quality. He said
people often complained about the taste and
odor of the water, but that the current qualSe WATER
\
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water systems are required by the Safe Drinking Water Act to publish annual information about water quality.
The latest Confidence Consumer Report for Bowling Green was released in the summer of 2009.
The complete report can be viewed at www.bgohio.org.
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on and give better
feedback."
'
may cost departments in other
ways.
Online forms are also slightly
biased toward negative responses,
because students with complaints
appear more likely to evaluate a
course, Lee said. I hey also pro\ ide
less daia to assess
"Unfortunately, we beg and plead
to get students to respond, and they
do, but not iii as large of numbers
as with in-class evaluations." he
said. "I'd estimate maybe fid percent do in our department. It's a
problem, hut something everyone
who has gone online around the
country has encountered."
Lee, also a professor of sot iology, said evaluations are important
nonetheless I le lakers his own evaluations very seriously, he said, and
encourages students to realize how
they help both parties involved
when the y are filled out correctly.
"Finding out what students like
and dislike is important, :
See EVALUATION Page 9
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Total Chlorine (ppm)

"Short answers

Reporter

The citys water quality maintains a standard of excellence

Drink up — the water is fine.
Several factors go into determining
the quality "I drinking water in the city,
said Dina Pierce, Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency Northwest District
Media coordinator.
Not only does the Water Treatment Plant,
which deals with cleaning water for human
consumption, affect the water, but the
Wastewater Treatment Plant, which works
on water pollution control, also deals with
the city's water quality, she said.
Both of these plants work under standards
thai were set up by the Ohio EPA.

www.bgviews.com

4

1.25

'Turbidity is a measure of cloudiness of the water and is an indication of the effectiveness of the filtration system.

ppm ■ parts per million
ppb ■ parts per billion
NTU - Nephelometric Turbidity Units, or units of measure to determine the concentration of particles in the water that

LAUREN POFF

affect clarity

DRINK UP: Hannah Trace and Lauren Drossman enjov (heir beers al the beer lasting event Held
at the Black Swamp Pub

Pub's beer tasting offers
students a variety of ales

GO GAGA FOR BASKETBALL
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MONSTERBALL: Sean Williams, of Bowling Green, was voted best Lady Gaga look-a-like at Wednesday night's women's basketball game

CAMPUS

FORUM

It's an event Coomes has organized and run since the Pub
reopened in 2001, when one of his
students was the director of the
Pub.
"I would tell her that they'd better have good beer in the pub. She
asked me to help, and we set up

By Sean Shapiro
Senior Reporter

Wednesday morningMike Connies
was flying back from England.
Later that evening he was tasting
Iinglish Ales at the Black Swamp
Pub in the Union.
An Associate Professor of Higher this beer tasting," Coomes said.
The first tasting, which took
Education, Coomes successfully
made the return flight from his place on St. Patrick's Day, only
trip to England and made it to the had five tasters, but il started
pub in time to host a beer tasting a tradition that "almost always
event for more then 40 students sells out." according to Kacee
and faculty members.
Snyder. a doctoral intern in the
Featuring premium beers, office of the dean of students,
including Black Sheep Ale and and one of the organizers for
Kidgeway Bitter, attendants sam- Wednesday's tasting.
pled seven different English ales
See TASTING | Page 9
and scored the beverages on a
rubric passed out by Coomes.

SPORTS

Faculty oboist plays concert

Stop violent political rhetoric

Falcons try to keep focus on ke

Jacqueline Leclair. with other faculty

Columnist Dylan Corp argues Sarah Palin's

With the BG hockey team going through a

members, presented at the University's

rhetoric may not have directly led to Rep.

rough patch with its results on the ice. coach

Faculty Artist Series Wednesday night

Gabrielle Giffords shooting, but such a tense

Chris Bergeron tries to keep his team focused on

See photos | Page i

political climate is still bad | Pag* 4

the game | Page 7

ON THE STREET
If you could make it snow something else, what
would it be?

**^

STEPHANWISNIOWSKI
Senior. Political Science
"Meatballs." | Page 4
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Case against man
from Jeffs' sect
isn't dismissed

Palin's words
reach back to
sordid history

Perry mum on
how Texas can end
'sanctuary cities'

Protesters climb
trees to save Calif,
oak grove

Central Fla. police
chief charged with
misconduct

Giffords making
small movements
on her own

SALT LAKE CITY - A Utah
judge has refused to dismiss
a rape charge against a man
whose 2001 spiritual marriage to
an underage girl was the basis
for the state's criminal prosecution of polygamist sect leader
Warren Jeffs

NEW YORK-When Sarah
Palin accused journalists and
pundits of 'blood libel in the
wake of the deadly Arizona
shootings, she reached deep
into one of medieval history's
most sordid chapters to make
her point.

AUSTIN. Texas-Gov. Rick
Perry wants to abolish "sanctuary
cities- that he said provide haven
for illegal immigrants in Texas,
but he isn't yet saying how he
wants that accomplished

ARCADIA. Calif-A veteran tree-sitter who helped
save a beloved California oak
eight years ago is perched in
another one. trying to keep it
from being felled as an entire
grove is cleared away for a
public works project

TUCSON. Ariz.-Four days
after being shot in the head. U.S.
Rep Gabrielle Giffords was making small movements on her own.
tugging at her hospital gown and
touching her wounds, one of her
doctors said Wednesday

In a ruling made public
Wednesday. Fifth District Court
Judge G. Rand Beacham said
defendant Allen Glade Steed
has not proved that a decision
by prosecutors to delay filing the
case prevents him from getting
a lair trial

The term "blood libel" is
not well known, but it is highly
charged - a direct reference to
a time when many European
Christians blamed Jews for kidnapping and murdering Christian
children to obtain their blood.
Jews were tortured and executed
for crimes they did not commit,
emblematic of anti-Semitism
so virulent that some scholars
recoiled Wednesday at Palin's
use of the term

ORLANDO. Fla. - The
police chief of Windermere, the
Orlando suburb near where
goffer Tiger Woods had his infamous 2009 crash, was arrested
and charged Wednesday with
shutting down an investigation
into the sexual battery of a child
because it involved his friend.

Steed. 29. was charged with
tape in September 2007. one
day after a jury convicted Jeffs
of two counts of rape as an
accomplice and six years after
the alleged crime.
Steed s attorneys sought a
dismissal in October, after the
Utah Supreme Court overturned
Jeffs' convictions in July.
Beacham said Steed had no
legal right to be charged at the
same time prosecutors brought
charges against Jeffs in 2006.
- Jennifer Dobner (AP)

In a video posted to her
Facebook page early Wednesday,
the 2008 GOP vice presidential
candidate accused the U.S.
media of inciting hatred and
violence after the shooting
that gravely wounded U.S. Rep.
Gabrielle Giffords. Palin has been
criticized for marking Giffords"
district with the cross hairs of
a gun sight during last fall's
campaign.

Perry said Wednesday he
doesnt know yet whether he
wants local police and sheriff's
deputies asking the immigration
status of drivers pulled over He
declined to offer details about
how Texas could get rid of socalled sanctuary cities that are
in conflict with state and federal
immigration laws.
Houston has long been
assailed by conservatives as a
"sanctuary city" because police
there generally don't ask about
immigration status during patrols
or investigations. The city has
bristled at the label.
Democrats said they've
identified more than 40 bills this
session that would crack down on
illegal immigrants.
- Paul J. Weber (AP)

John Quigley spoke to The
Associated Press by phone
Wednesday from the 100-yearold oak he had climbed into. It's
a last-ditch effort to prevent the
tree from being knocked down
Other trees around him were
felled as he spoke.
Los Angeles County public
works officials said the trees
covering 11 acres in foothills
above the city of Arcadia must
be removed to make room for
a massive amount of sediment
that is to be dredged from a
nearby dam
In 2003. Quigley spent
71 days in an oak tree was
to be bulldozed to widen a
street. Although authorities
finally removed him. the tree was
replanted.
-John Rogers (AP)

-AdamGeller(AP)

Giffords remained in critical
condition at Tucson's University
Medical Center after she was
struck once in the head Saturday
Authorities accuse Jared
Loughner. 22. of opening fire
on a crowd at an event she was
holding. Nineteen people were
shot and six died

Windermere Police Chief
Daniel Saylor. 44. was charged
with a count of giving unlawful compensation for official
behavior, a second-degree
felony, and a count of official
misconduct, a third-degree
felony If convicted, he could
face up to 15 years in prison.

The three-term Democrat was
expected to live and has been
making progress. Giffords is
more alert after nurses eased her
sedation She can breathe on her
own. respond to voice commands
and even make small spontaneous motions.

Agents with the Florida
Depaitment of Law Enforcement
also arrested Saylor s friend.
50-year-old Scott Bush He is
charged with sexual battery on
a child under age 12. a capital
felony, and lascivious acts on a
minor, a third-degree felony. The
alleged offenses occurred in
2003. officials said.

"She was able to actually even
leel her wounds herself." said
trauma surgeon Dr Peter Rhee.
adding she had also pulled at
her gown

Saylor was ordered held without bond at the Orange County
Jail and couldn't be reached for
comment. Bush also was being
held without bond and could
be sentenced to life in prison if
convicted.

Rhee declined to elaborate
about her latest progress
-Alicia Chang (AP)

-Mike Schneider (AP)

BLOTTER
TUES., JAN. 11
533 A.M.
Alex L Smith. 41. of Bowling
Green, was arrested on an active
warrant from Findlay.

Obama consoles nation after Ariz, shooting
As Americans reel from shooting of 19. including Congresswoman, Obama's leadership tested in times of mourning
By Bun F.-lliT

that comes with the job.
Giffords is showing greater
His
mission
at signs of recovery — includWednesday's memorial was ing breathing on her own —
WASIDJNGTON — Searching to uplift and rally, not to just three days after a bullet
shot through her brain.
for unity out of tragedy. examine political incivility.
The White House said
President Barack Obama
At an evening gathering
honored the victims of the in Tucson, Ariz., Obama Obama met privately with
Arizona mass shooting in remembered the six people the victims' families before
personal terms and remind- killed in a point-blank assas- the service.
ed those in grief that an sination attempt against a
The shootings have conentire nation is with them. congresswoman who had sumed national attention
The president is again step- been meeting with constitu- since the weekend. In total,
ping into his role as national ents outside a grocery store.
19 people were shot, six fatalconsoler, a test of leadership
Remarkably. Rep. Gabrielle ly. Others were injured tryThe Associated Press

ONLINE: Gotobgviemcorn for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-572-6966

ing to flee the shooting.

Obama was crafting his
speech and aides were reluctant to discuss it even broadly in its unfinished form,
other than to say it would
emphasize the memories of
those lost.
Still. Obama's comments
since the shooting Saturday
and his experience dealing
with other tragedies offer
guidance.
His main mission was to

honor those who were killed
by describing them in personal terms, so the country
remembers how they lived,
not how they died.
He assured families in
grief that the whole country
is behind them.
And to those grasping for
answers, Obama explored
how "we can come together
as a stronger nation" in the
aftermath of the tragedy, as
he put it earlier this week.
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Coverage you can count on
Aetna Student Health, a leader in student health, offers the Bowling Green State University sponsored student
health insurance plan. These are some of the advantages you will receive:
■

Coverage anywhere - at school, home or traveling and through the summer

■

Easy payment - included in your tuition billing

■

Access to the travel assistance services including emergency assistance - available 24/7.

■

Access to Aetna's nationwide network of health care professionals

■

Optional dental insurance - a plan that makes it easy to keep your smile.

intramural
Teamrees \

Deadline to enroll or waive: January 24, 2011

• 1 Color Print • 1 tMfttton • An* Colo. ftMrt !

•

an. * mtim I Wmim A»WII
Coupon «ip*M II14011"

To learn more go to www.aetnastudenthealth.com/schools/bgsu/ or call
Aetna Student Health at (877) 373-0737. You can also contact the
Insurance Office at the Health Center at (419) 372-7495.

*nr

TAetna*

The Bowling Green State University Student Health Insurance Plan is underwritten by Aetna Life Insurance Company (ALIC) and administered by Chickering Claims Administrators, he.
Aetna Student Health •" is Ihe brand name fa products and serwes provided by Diese companies and ther arjctaMe affliated companies. Discount programs pro. oe access to discounted prees and are
NOT insured benefits. The member is responsible for Ihe fil cost of the discounted services Discount programs and travel assistance services may be offered by vendors who are independent contractors
and not empfoyees or agents of Aera. Providers are independent contractors and are not agents of Aetna Student Health. Provider parttipaoon may change wrthout notee. Aetna Student Health does not
provide care or guarantee access to health services. This material is for nformaton only and s not an oHer or mvrtatnn to contract Heart- insurance plans contan exdusens. Iimtabons and benefit
maximums Poicy forms issued in OK indude GR-96134
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209 N. Enterprise $1450

1

233 W. Merry $875

'

210 Liberty $725

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Creek Spring RUSH
• Dorms • Events
• Departments
Your SUPER source for
QEOSO fcrjsftM WznM®
• Screen Printing • Embroidery
• Promotional Products

Aardvark
123 S. Main St. • BG
419-354-6686
aardvarkspe.com

1

• Big Four Bedroom Houses

'

* Conveniently Located
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CAMPUS
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The music
of the night

Jacqueline Leclair and other faculty members
performed in the Faculty Artist Series
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PHOTOS BY LAUREN POFF I THE BG NEWS
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TOP LEFT: Students watch professor Jacqueline Leclair and other faculty perform.
BOTTOM LEFT: Nathaniel Zeisler performs with Leclair on his bassoon in multiple
pieces during the program.
RIGHT: Leclair. an oboe professor at the College of Musical Arts, was the main
performer of the program in Bryan Recital Hall Wednesday night.

You deserve a factual look at...

Myths About Israel and the Middle East (1)
Should we re-examine endlessly repeated cliches?

HEINZSITE

Your Home, Away From Home
1&2 Bedrooms
♦ Close to Campus ♦
♦ Free High Speed Internet ♦
♦ Dishwashers ♦
♦ Garbage Disposals*
♦ Air Conditioning ♦
♦ Washers/Dryers in 2 Beds ♦

MECCA

410-353-5800
www, meccabg .com
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What are mare af these myths?

Reality: There is no prospect at all that anything
resembling a democratic state could he created in the
■ Myth: The Arabs of Israel are a persecuted
territories. There is not a single democratic Arab
minority.
state - all of them are tyrannies of varying degrees.
Reality: The over one million non-Jews (mostly
Even today, under partial Israeli administration.
Arabs! who are citizens of Israel have the same civil
Hamas and Other factions fight (or supremacy and
rights that Jews have. They vole, are members of the
ruthlessly murder each other. Another Lebanon, with
Knesset (parliamenl I, and are part of Israel's civil and
its incessant civil wars, is much more likely. The
diplomatic service, just as their Jewish fellow
^_^^__^^_^^_ idwlessness and chaos that
citizens.
Arabs
have ,,,
prevail in Gaza since
complete
religious
"It is in our nat tonal interest that
Israel's withdrawal is a
freedom and full access to
the Israeli legal, health and reality, not myths, govern our policy." good prospect of what
educational systems would happen if Israel foolishly and under the pressure of "world opinion" including Arabic and Muslim universities. The only
were
to
abandon
this
territory. As for
difference between the "rights" of Arabs and Jews is
demilitarization, that is totally unlikely. Because that Jewish young men must serve three years in the
with Syria. Iraq. Jordan and Saudi Arabia, most of
military and at least one month a year until age 50.
which are in a declared state ol war with Israel, at its
Young Jewish women serve for two years. The Arabs
borders - an irresistible power vacuum would be
have no such civic obligation, Pur them, military'
created. Tkspite pious promises, the arms merchants
Service is voluntary- N"t too surprisingly, except lor
of the world would find a great new market and the
the Dnizc, wry few avail themselves of the privilege.
neighboring hostile Arab countries would be happy to
■ .Myth: Having (ill-advisedly) already given up
supply anything else that might be needed.
control of the Gaza Strip. Israel should also give up
■ Myth:: Israel should make "confidence-building
the administration of Judea/Saniana (the "West
gestures" for the sake of peace.
Bank") because strategic depth is meaningless in this
age of missiles.
Reality: What really is it that the world expects
Israel to do lor the sake ol peace' Most of the 22 Arab
Reality: Israel is a mini-state - about half the size
countries consider themselves in a state of war with
ot San Bernardino county in California. If another,
Israel and don't even recognize its existence." That
even smaller mini-state were carved out of it, Israel
has been going on for over sixty years. Isn't it about
would he totally indefensible. That is the professional
time that the Arabs made some kind of a "gesture?"
opinion of 100 retired t'.S. generals and admirals. If
Could they not for instance terminate the constant
the Arabs were to occupy whatever little strategic
state of WV? Could the> not stop launching rockets
depth Israel has between the Jordan River and its
into Israel from areas that Israel has abandoned lor
populated coast, they would not need any missiles
the sake of peace? Could they not stop the suicide
Artillery- and mortars would suffice, since Israel
would be only nine miles wide at its waist. Those who
bombings, which have kilted hundreds of Israelis and
urge such a course either do not understand the
which have made extreme security measures - such
situation or have a death wish for Israel.
as the defensive fence and convoluted bypass roads ■ Myth: If Israel would allow a Palestinian state to
necessary? Any of these would create a climate of
peace and would indeed be the "confidence-building
arise in Judea and Samaria i: would be a democratic
gestures" lhat the world hopes for.
state and would be totally demilitarized.
C( unit less "peace conferences" to settle this festering conflict have taken place. All have ended in failure because
of the intransigence of the Arabs. President Clinton, toward the end of his presidency, convened a conference
with the late unlamented Yasser Arafat and Ehud Barak, the prime minister ol Israel at that time. Mr. Barak
offered virtually everything that Arafat had requested, except the partition of Jerusalem and the acceptance of
the so-called refugees, their descendants having swollen from the 650.000 who fled the nascent state of Israel
during the War of Liberation, to an incredible 5 million. Arafat left in a huff and started his infamous intifada
instead, a bloody war that has cost thousands of Palestinian and Israeli lives. Israel is America's staunches! ally
and certainly its only true friend in that area ot" the world. It is in our national interest that reality, no! myths,
govern our policy.
This message has been published and paid tor by

Across from ALDI
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In a previous installment in this series of clarifying messages about Israel and IK- Middle Bast WC examined
certain myth- which, by Jin! ol constant repetition, had acquired currency and acceptance. vVe looked al the
myth of "Palestinian nationhood." the myth of Judea/Samaria (the "West Bank") being "occupied territory." the
myth that Jewish settlements in these territories are "the greatest obstacle («> peace." and the myth that Israel
is unwilling to "yield land for peace." .And we cleared up the greatest myth of all, namely that Israel's
administration of the territories, and not the unrelenting hatred of the Arab* against the Jews, is the root cause
of the conflict between the Arabs and land. But those are not .ill the myths; there are more,
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"In the last 10 to 15 years, the water treatment plant has been updated tremendously."
- Gary Silver man. University director of Health and SustainabilKy, on the city's water supplies [see

story, pg.11
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If you could make it snow something else, what would it be?
"Bacon."

"Frosted Flake:.

"Money."

&

VISIT US AT
B6VIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion tor
CHRISTY ZAPIECKI.
Sophomore.
Creative writing

ALEXKELB.
Sophomore,
Broadcast Journalism

JUSTIN BAKER.
Freshman.
Undecided

JESSICA BLAKflY.
Freshman.
CDAS

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

Student seeks other solutions to roommate issues

With a new semester ahead,
students have a renewed sense
of college life. A clean slate of
classes, professors and stress
awaits. There is, unfortunately, an issue of student welfare
which carries over into the
new year — roommates.
The prospect of living with
a complete stranger for the
entire school year was initially discomforting. As my
first few weeks on campus
passed my freshman year, I
listened intently to continual horror stories of irritating, disgusting roommates
who uphold little regard for

decent living conditions.
Both this and last year, I
was granted benevolent fortune of the random student
generator. My contribution
to such conversations of
roommate hatred was therefore virtually nonexistent,
besides a multitude of pity
for my peers.
Unfortunately, luck fails
to strike many of my fellow
compatriots. Disagreements,
fights and mutual hatred are
all too common among dorm
inhabitants.
As the year's intermission
passed, the jigsaw puzzle of
dorm rooms fired up again
when students tripped over
themselves to get rid of their
first semester roommates.
It's a conflicting debate.
On one end, college life is
stressful enough without

having a consistent problem
with a roommate having
supposed lifestyle and ideological differences.
On the other hand, college
is Tilled with transitions and
difficulties. Part of having a
successful college experience
is being able to overcome
such issues, not shy away
from them.
Is changing roommates
necessarily shying away from
the problem? What if the
dorm life situation negatively
affected one's academic and
social ability? It is plausible
that removing oneself from
the situation could be largely
beneficial.
Alas, could there have been
a larger attempt to assist the
situation? Arguably, one will
deal with more difficult problems in life than a troubling

roommate. Millions of other and most extensive of the
students live peacefully with "fight or flight" biological
roommates every day; did responses of stress of all the
they get lucky, or are they student conflicts. It is not
simply better at coexistence? an immediate decision; one
With a semester down, it must examine the intricate
is too late to make another relationship of possession,
first impression. The last I lifestyle, cleanliness and
checked (and I check every interaction.
It would not be fair to clasday), life does not offer
sify all of those opting to
mulligans.
College life is essentially a change roommates as incastring of conflict resolution. pable of correctly dealing
Issues with classes, profes- with the stresses of student
sors, friends and everything life. However, some comelse will arise whether one plaints are more legitimate
is prepared for them or not. than others, and there exist
The truly successful student definitive situations of stuis the one with the psycho- dents "fleeing" prematurely
logical tools to deal with the or too easily.
In the end, it is up to stuconflicts thrown at them
for the better part of four or dents themselves to conclude
more years.
whether all measures of
Dealing with one's room- resolving roommate conflicts
mate is perhaps the longest were taken before the choice

Better late than
never: life's struggles
help one appreciate
student life at age 35

Palin deserves some, not all fault in shooting
By Dylan Corp
Columnist

former Governor Palin cam"Palin has been on the defensive... I
paigned for many tea party
and Republican candidates. mean, why should she? She only tried to
Political rhetoric can be Her handouts consisted of
deadly. We've been saying a map of the United States win elections for her selected candidates
this for a long time, espe- with marks she herself
by using murder as a metaphor."
cially since election season described as crosshairs over
began, but this past week- certain Democratic districts
end it proved prophetic. The she wanted to unseat. One of violence on video games. incorrectness and animosity.
shooting this past weekend of those districts belonged These events are not an A
I am not offended by her use
in Tucson, Ariz, showed that to Giffords.
causes B scenario.
of this strategy. No, wait, I take
the political landscape has
Palin has been on the
Furthermore, Palin was not that back. I am very offended
gotten out of control.
defensive about these hand- the only one to use heated by her campaign strategy. I'm
For those of you who outs, refusing to apologize or rhetoric in a campaign race. even more offended though
don't read (he news or 'refudiate' them. I mean, why It's been a long-standing tra- that she refuses to apologize
watch "the Dairy Show," on should she? She only tried to dition that has just gotten a or take any blame.
Saturday a Congresswoman, win elections for her selected whole lot worse recently.
Six people are dead, includDemocratic Rep. Gabrielle candidates by using murder
President Obama himself ing a 9-year-old girl and a
Cliffords, was shot while as a metaphor. What's the used a murder analogy once federal judge. Her refusal to
meeting with constituents harm in that?
in his campaign in 2008. admit even a little that her
in her district. Thirteen
I admit: I am a Democrat. Sarah Palin's only crime was strategy may have been in
people, including Giffords, If you rolled your eyes when making a direct reference to bad taste highlights the stubwere wounded, while six oth- I said that, then you are a Giffords' district, and dis- bomness that have plagued
ers were killed. To print the product of the very divisive tributing said handout on a both political parties in the
name of the man who did it and heated political spec- massive scale.
past few years.
would give him more fame trum I've been talking about.
Palin is not off the hook
Palin isn't the only one to
then he ever deserves.
I do not like Palin.
completely, though. She blame. Republicans aren't
The motives of the man
It's not Glenn Beck-level may not be the sole person the only one to blame. In the
behind these attacks are still hatred, but it's not too far off. responsible for this trag- interest of open-mindedness I
unclear, but many are blam- I just think she's a friendly edy, but she must be blamed, won't even say they are mostly
ing the tense political envi- lady without any kind of Politics is becoming more to blame. But if we can't even
ronment that has emerged in sense. Her campaign hand- and more of a warzone. The admit that we were wrong,
the past few years. Pundits outs showed this.
idea that we have actually and that we acted inhumanely
and politicians are looking
So Palin is stupid. Glad we gotten so far as to base a and unjust even in the wake of
for anyone to blame, and it got that straightened out. She campaign strategy on gun one of the most terrible tragappears that a prime can- is not, however, a murderer, analogies is horrendous.
edies in recent memory, then
didate is everyone's favorite or an accessory to one. To
Listen, I get it. Palin is a we are feeding the political
Alaskan Sarah Palin.
say her rhetoric is the cause Republican. She's a Mama hostility already in the air.
What has Palin done to of the shooting is like blam- Grizzly. She's all-American.
Maybe it's the optimist in
deserve this blame? Well, ing Columbine on Marilyn She supports gun rights. The me, but that is what scares me
during the 2010 elections Manson music and other acts crosshairs were probably her most of all If we stare our conshowing her Alaskan roots sequences in the face and fail
and Second Amendment love to acknowledge them, how
SPEAK YOUR MIND
and relying on an easy way to will we ever move forward?
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
identify that they wanted to
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
beat these people. But there
Respond to Dylan
is a fine line between political
at thenews@bgnews.com
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgoews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of
this page.
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Returning to college allows for perspective
By Shcr y I Road dp Tha
Latern (Ohio Stats
University)
College News Network

To say that I am a late bloomer is an understatement
— especially concerning the
conclusion of my four years
of undergraduate studies.
Of course, most people
do not actually obtain their
bachelor's degree in four
years, maybe more like five
or six, but I'd say certainly
before entering their 30s.
Yes, this is the situation
of this writer. Returning
to college, mid-30s, after a
five-year hiatus, has proved
to be challenging, but very
rewarding. The journey up
to this point has been a long,
slow, difficult climb.
It's not unlike many other
students living on their own
since 18, always needing to
work full-time to survive
without financial aid eligibility (thanks to the goodold notion that Mom and
Dad are supposed to be
considered and added into
the equation — regardless
of their support), and then
later not wishing to go completely in debt. It has taken
a decade, or two for this

June's graduation to finally
be on the horizon.
Being a self-sufficient
young person made being
a student a difficult choice.
However, if your first and
greatest goal in life is to
graduate college, and you
are a winner, you will find a
way, somehow, someway.
After spending some time
at a junior college, walking
upon the hallowed grounds
of Ohio State for the first
time in 1996 was like walking around while awake, yet
in a dream. The beauty and
magic in the air on these
Columbus grounds are
unmatched by any other
university. Living briefly in
Baker Hall, and loving the
bread-and-butter my brain
was being fed, was so intoxicating that although my
stay was short, leaving the
following year for financial
reasons, I never forgot the
enchantment of OSU.
Several years later, after
achieving an associate
degree at a community
college, returning to OSU's
Lima campus in 2003 was a
slight adjustment.
fs. For the rest o( the column, go to
vX www bgnem.com

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated deify
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

210 West Hall

Bowling Green, Ohio 434051 Phone: (419) 372-6966

to leave was made. While for
many this is the case, some
students may be conditioning themselves to negatively
react to conflict instead of
trying to work the situation
out positively.
While the choice to leave
is beneficial for an interim
basis, it may cause a larger,
more consequential effect. It
is more difficult to embrace
conflict, but oftentimes it is
well worth the trouble.
College, ultimately, is
about resisting the temptation towards dissolution and
finding out how to make the
pieces fit. It is hard enough
to tackle the puzzle that is
going to college, but it is
even more difficult when
one bends the pieces.
Respoiut to Tyler
at tlienews@bgnews.com

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
bloc for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR HIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to then«ws@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the heactnes to
submitted columns and letters at his
orherriscretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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WORLD BRIEFS
Hezbollah topple
Lebanon
government

Torrential rain,
mudslides in Brazil
kill 140

BEIRUT - Lebanon's government collapsed Wednesday after
Hezbollah and its allies resigned
from the Cabinet in a dispute
with Western-backed (actions
over upcoming indictments in
the 2005 assassination of former
Prime Minister Rafik Hariri.

RIO DE JANEIRO
- Torrential summer rains tore
through Rio de Janeiro state's
mountains, killing at least 140
people in 24 hours. Brazilian officials said Wednesday. Rescuers
using heavy machinery, shovels
and bare hands struggled to dig
through tons of mud and debris
in a search for survivors.

A U.N.-backed tribunal
investigating the truck bombing
that killed Hariri and 22 others
is widely expected to name
members of the Shiile militant
group, which many fear could
re-ignite sectarian violence that
has erupted repeatedly in the
tiny nation.

In Teresopolis, a town 40
miles (65 kilometers) north of
Rio. flash floods tossed cars into
trees and mudslides poured tons
of red earth over houses below.
At least 114 died, according to a
local Civil Defense official who
spoke on condition of anonymity
because she was not authorized
to release the information. She
added that 10 inches (26 centimeters) of ram fell on the town
during 24 hours.

Hezbollah's walkout ushers
in the country's worst political
crisis since 2008 in one of the
most volatile corners of the
Middle East.
Lebanon's M-month-old government was an uneasy coalition
linking bitter rivals: a Westernbacked bloc led by Hariri's son
Saad and Hezbollah, which is
supported by Syria and Iran and
maintains an arsenal that far outweighs that of the national army

Survivors waded through
waist-high water, carrying
what belongings they could,
trying to reach higher ground.
Floodwaters continued to flow
down the mountains, though
rains had stopped.

Bf; NEWS
WIRI
SOURCIS

Poles in Lithuania
want their 'W
back
MAISIAGALA. Lithuania (AP)
- nd and Lithuania are bonded
by history, culture and Catholic
faith but deeply divided over the
letter W.
Used a lot in Polish, the letter
doesn't exist in Lithuanian That
and other spelling differences are
irritating Lithuamas Polish minority, who demand the right to spell
their names in Polish in passports
and other documents
This linguistic row may
seem trivial but in recent
months other disagreements
have helped escalate it to a
full-blown diplomatic standoff
Poland's ambassador was summoned to the Foreign Ministry
in Lithuania's capital. Vilnius,
and sharp statements have been
made by both governments.
In the latest snub, top Polish
officials declined invitations to
commemorations Thursday
honoring the victims of a bloody
Soviet crackdown on Lithuania s
independence movement 20
years ago
Lithuanian language laws still
require passports and street signs
to be written in the Lithuanian
alphabet, which doesnt have
the letters q. w and x and uses
diacritical marks on the bottom
of letters a, e. i and u.

- Juliana Barbassa (AP)

- Bassem Mroue and
Elizabeth A. Kennedy (AP)
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Religion and
region at play in
Nigerian election

Cuba and US meet
on immigration
legislation

Uganda arrests
two journalists
over cartoon

ABUJA, Nigeria - Nigeria's
ruling political party will pick its
presidential candidate Thursday
for the April election, a decision
that delegates may make based
on where the candidate is from
rather than what he has to offer.

HAVANA - Senior U.S.
and Cuban diplomats met in
Havana on Wednesday to discuss immigration issues in an
encounter that was expected to
turn to more contentious matters, such as the detention of
an American man whom Cuba
accuses of spying.

KAMPALA. Uganda (AP)
- Ugandan police say they have
arrested two journalists for publishing a defamatory cartoon of
the president

That vote, pitting President
Goodluck Jonathan against
former Vice President Atiku
Abubakar. highlights the religious
and ethnic fault lines still running
through the oil-rich nation of 250
ethnicities more than 40 years
after its deadly civil war.
Those differences still lead
to violence and killings even
today and this election, challenging the notions of powersharing in the ruling party,
could stoke the flames.
"Over a period of time, weve
come to realize to achieve total
integration, unity, peace and
stability, power-sharing must be
part of our political institution."
Abubakar said in an interview
Wednesday with The Associated
Press. 'This is... so that every
ethnic nationality has a sense of
belonging.
-JonGambrell(AP)

Heading the talks for the US
is Roberta Jacobsen. the United
States' principal deputy assistant
secretary of state for Western
Hemisphere affairs It was not
clear who was representing the
Cuban delegation.

Police spokesman Ibin
Ssenkumbi says that Samuel
Ssejaka and Mustapha Mugisha
were arrested for a front page
cover of their Summit Business
Review magazine which depicted
a knife-wielding President Yowen
Museveni ready to carve up a
cake shaped like Uganda
Billboards depicting the cartoon have also been pulled down

Talks got under way
Wednesday morning, said Gloria
Berbena. a spokeswoman for
the US Interests Section, which
Washington maintains instead of
an embassy.

Uganda is a staunch ally of the
US but in recent years civil society groups have begun to criticize the East African country's
president for what they describe
as increasingly autocratic rule.

The gathering will focus on
a 17-year-old agreement under
which the United States issues
20.000 visas to Cubans a year.
But diplomats on both sides
use the twice-yearly meetings
to detail a long-standing list of
complaints.

Several journalists in Uganda
have pending court cases after
being accused of defaming the
president.

The Cuban delegation never
fails to voice its opposition to
Washington's 48-year trade
embargo, which Havana says
has placed a stranglehold on the
island's economy.

Haitians pray, mourn dead a year after quake
By Jonathan M. Katz
The Associated Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —
The normally traffic-clogged
streets of the Haitian capital
turned quiet Wednesday as
husinesses closed and people walked in solemn processions to prayer services

marking the anniversary of
the worst natural disaster in
the nation's history.
Many people wore white, a
color associated with mourning in I laiti, and sang hymns
as they navigated collapsed
buildings and rubble from
the Ian. 12,2010, earthquake
that left much of Port-au-

next to what was once a
prominent landmark in a
ragged downtown. The 35year-old driver of the col| Taxi Driver
lective taxis known as tapmourners in a crowd at the taps said his wife and two
Catholic ca<hedral, its tow- children were in the counering spires and vaulted tryside north of the capital,
roof now collapsed, wait- still too traumatized by the
ing for a memorial Mass quake to attend the service,

'Even though life was bad before the
earthquake, it got worse."
Evens Lormi

Prince in ruins and, by the
government's
imprecise
estimate, killed more than
230,000 people.
Evens Lormil joined

or even live in the city.
"I'm here to mourn all the
victims," he said before the
Mass, which was held in a
tent next to the ruined cathedral. "Even though life was
bad before the earthquake, it
got worse. I am hoping the
country can move together
and come forward."
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www.dineoncampus.combg.su
At www.DineOnCampus.com/bgsu, you can quickly
look at the daily menu, find our operating hours,
locations or even submit your favorite recipes. There
is an online comment card to capture and route your
feedback, and most importantly, students can find a

Sundial

Sunday

9am-Mldnlght

Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

7:30am-Mldnight
7:30am-7pm
9am-7pm

Outtakes
12pm-

Pizza
Delivery

llpmlOam11pm

Thur-Monday
7:30pm-1am

wealth of nutrition and wellness information. Plus:
txtOnCampus - Sign up for special coupons and
campus updates
Nutrition Journal - Tracking what you have

10am-11pm
12pm-11pm

eaten over a day, week, or month In your personal, password
protected journal.
Nutrition Tools - Includes Body Mass Index (BMI),

McDonald

Dining Hall

Mondo Subs Kohl

Sunday
Mon-Thur

11am-2pm
8am-8pm

Friday
Saturday

8am-4pm
11am-2pm

2pm-11pm
11am-11pm
11am-9pm
2pm-9pm

Sunday
Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

Outtakes

Calorie and Resting Metabolic Rate calculators.

5pm-10pm

Health & Wellness Links - Over 30 links to various

5pm-10pm

health and wellness sites that are frequently updated.

—

Gift Service - Order gift baskets, flowers, cakes, or
balloons to pick or be delivered anywhere on campus.
Recipes - Submit recipes for our campus Executive Chef to

BowenThompson

Black
Swamp

Student Union

Falcon's Nest

Greenery

Starbucks

Pub

ZMato
2.Nite

Sunday
Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

11am-7pm
730am-8pm
7J0am-7pm
11am-7pm

—

11am-10pm

—

7pm-2am

1130am-2pm

7:30am-10pm

7pm-2am

11:30am-2pm
—

7:30am-9pm
9am-9pm

11:30am-11pm
11:30am-11pm
Spm-11pm

review and possibly incorporate into the menu.

7pm-2am
7pm-2am

Event's Calendar - Seethe latest dining promotions,
specials, and events planned.
On Line Menus -Visit the menu page tovlewadaily
menu for each of our locations.
Weekly Poll - Each week, take our weekly pod to let us
know what you think about hot dining topics.
Pod Casts - View and download highlights ol special
events or features on special dining subjects.

Student Employment:

Student Catering Guide - Specially designed tor

We offer a competitive hourly rate, convenienl locations, part time hours with flexible scheduling. Opportunities for cashiers,

student organizations to pjve you what you want at a price you
can afford!

waitstaff, food servers, kitchen helpers, student managers and much more. Visit our website to fill out an application.
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Bus, snow plow collide
on Ohio road; 1 killed
Mount Union athletic director dies after team trip to wrestling match
Norman said the plow was the snowy interstate near
clearing the left berm when Findlay when the car struck
The Associated Press
the bus moved from the right him. His injuries were seriCLEVELAND — A univer- lane into the left lane and ous but nut life-threatening,
sity athletic trainer was collided with the plow. No the patrol said.
Several inches of snow
killed when a team bus citations were issued, and
collided with a snow plow the i i,IUIIml County crash fell in much of northern
as Ohio struggled with a remains under investigation, Ohio late Tuesday, and several more inches greeted
storm threatening up to 8 Norman said Wednesday.
The drivers of the state Wednesday morning cominches of snow, officials said
snowplow and the bus were muters as snow continued to
Wednesday.
fall in some areas.
The accident killed 52- not hurt.
A winter storm warning
The bus was returning to
year-old Daniel Gorman
of Hartville, who was the the school in Alliance after was posted for Cleveland
University of Mount Union a meet at Ohio Northern and counties northeast and
director of athletic training University in Ada. The bus east of the city, with the
and associate professor of driver, 62-year-old Robert possibility of up to 8 inches
human performance and I.. Lewis of Louisville, Ohio, of snow.
The public schools in
could not be reached for
sports business.
A Mount Union wrestling comment. A message was Canton canceled classes,
team member, the head left at a Louisville phone list- as did districts in other
parts of the state, includcoach and an assistant ing under his name.
Elsewhere, a state highway ing the Athens schools in
coach were among four people treated for minor injuries patrol trooper was recover- southeast Ohio.
Up to 6 inches of snow
after the college bus hit a ing from injuries after he
plow about 11 p.m. Tuesday was hit by a spinning car on had fallen Tuesday across
on U.S. 30 in north-central Interstate 75 on Tuesday in southern Ohio, contributing to traffic accidents and
Ohio, after several inches of northwest Ohio.
The trooper was investi- delays and cancellations for
snow had fallen.
Patrol Lt. Stephanie gating another accident on Cincinnati air travelers.
By Thomas J. Shaeran

Bellevue woman takes plea
to avoid trial in sexting case
Trying to identify minor in graphic photos, woman sent photos to others
PORT CLINTON, Ohio (AP) —
A Bellevue woman accepted a
last-minute plea deal Tuesday
just as she was set to be tried
in Ottawa County Common
Pleas Court for pandering
obscenity involving a minor.
Ottawa County Assistant
Prosecuting Attorney Andy
Bigler said Alicia Rohrbacher,
22, has applied to enter the
diversion program. Bigler said
he and Rohrbacher's attorney,
Jeremiah Ray, reached a resolution to the case after jury
selection had begin.
Bigler said Rohrbacher

agreed to enter a guilty plea
to the second degree felony
charge and the court will give
her terms similar to bond.
Bigler said if Rohrbacher
abides by the terms the case
will be dismissed. The program is generally reserved for
first-time offenders.
According to court files,
a 16-year-old Danbury
Township girl sent nude
photos of herself to her then
boyfriend, lohn Huegele Jr.,
of Danbury Township, who
was 20 at the time.
Huegele uploaded the pho-

tos to his computer, according
to court files. They were later
discovered by Rohrbacher,
who was dating I luegele at the
time. Police reports indicate
Rohrbacher sent the photos
to several people in an effort
to identify the girl. She told
police she was unaware the
girl was only 16 at the time.
One of the recipients,
Clayton McMurray, 20, of
Marblehcad, was also charged
in the case for allegedly forwarding the pictures and
video to his girlfriend's mother for her to take to police.
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Man pleads
innocent in
wife's fatal crash

PORTSMOUTH. Ohio (AP)
- Officials in a southern Ohio
county where workers at two
schools recently removed possible
contaminants from food later
served in lunches said it appears
the incidents were isolated

George Diederich appeared
in Elyria Municipal Court this
morning and pleaded innocent
to misdemeanor charges of
operating a vehicle under the
influence, seat belt violations
and failure to control.

At Portsmouth High School in
Scioto (sy-OH'-tuh) County last
week, workers found a quartersize piece of mold in a bucket of
frozen strawberries, removed the
affected part and some extra.
and then served the rest.

Diederich was driving a 2010
Nissan when he rolled the vehicle
on Earhart Road, near SR 57 and
Neff Road in Grafton Township.
around 6 50 p.m. Sunday. His
wife, Jean, was pronounced dead
at the scene, according to Lorain
County Coroner Paul Matus.

<Zervin$ &G since- ttZC"
TanningCenterBG.com

Diederich did not enter a plea
today for the felony count of
aggravated vehicular homicide.

Diederich has been released
on bond on the zero tolerance for
alcohol condition, according to
court documents
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Did You Know.,
The elephant is the

248 N Main I 419-354-1559
16 beds, 2 booths • Mystic Tan
No appointment needed

HILLSDALE

TJULHEAT

525 Ridge I 419-352-3588
10 beds. 1 booth
No appointment needed

1082 FairviewAve.
1, 2, 3 Bedrooms
•Carports Dishwashers*
•Garbage Disposals*
•Air Conditioning*
•Washers/Dryers in 2 & 3 Beds*
•3 bedrooms w/full basement*

Expires 1/16/11
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Gerchak said he doesn't know
if the judge was serious, but as
for his former client: "the threat
certainly got to him."

in Elyria.

2011 -12

ONE MONTH FREE! with purchase of 3 month package

00

Kobly did not respond to
requests for comment. Gerchak
has resigned as Christians
attorney.

Diederich is the owner of
Pudge's Place. 311 Broad Street.

School Year
Listings Available

— GRAND OPENING SPECIAL—

2VBTS85

His former attorney. David
Gerchak (gur-CHAHK), said
Christian was using expletives
and was shouting at the judge on
Friday because he wanted a jury
trial, not a bench trial Gerchak
said the judge repeatedly held
his client in contempt and finally
asked officers in court to get
some duct tape.

According to Ohio State
Highway Patrol troopers.
Diederich did not submit to a
blood alcohol content test at
the scene but showed signs of
intoxication.
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Twenty-srx-year-old Duniek
Christian ot Youngstown
appeared before Judge Elizabeth
Kobly(KOH'-blee) last week on
a charge of obstructing official
business and a traffic offense

Superintendents in both
districts said workers have been
reminded not to use potentially
contaminated ingredients.

The preliminary hearing has been
set for Jan. 20
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YOUNGSTOWN.Ohio(AP)
- An attorney said an Ohio judge
threatened to have a defendant s
mouth duct-taped shut alter he
caused a disruption in court.

In New Boston, kitchen
workers removed tiny boll
weevil beetles lound in a bag
of dried noodles before boiling
and serving the noodles. That
district's food services director
later resigned, and two cooks
were suspended for five days
without pay.
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Judge wants
man's mouth
taped in court

Bugs, mold
removed from
school food

ELYRIA. Ohio (AP)- A 75year-old Medina man pleaded
innocent to traffic charges stemming from the Jan 10 crash in
which his wife died.
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Containing Akron'sTecca
in second half key to win
"If we did anything, we

By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

did a little bit better
It was a tale of two halves for
a job of limiting her
Akron's Rachel Tecca.
The last time the Zips visited
Anderson Arena, Tecca, then a catches, crowding her
freshman, lit up the I'alcons for 26
and taking away her
points on ll-for-15 from the field.
Wednesday night, Tecca was
strengths."
limited to just four second-half
points after finishing with 12 in
the first half during the Falcons'
90-72 win — pushing their win
streak to 15.
— a layup to give BG a 19-17 lead.
"You can't give Tecca anything
Later in the half, during a media
easy; she's such a good athlete," BG timeout, the Anderson Arena
coach Curt Miller said. "If we did crowd gave Prochaska a standing
anything, we did a little bit bet- ovation.
ter a job of limiting her catches,
"It was an honor to be recog
crowding her and taking away her ni/.cd on the court.'' Prochaska
strengths. She had 26 here last year said. "After it happened 1 wasn't
so 1 think we're getting better, but really expecting that, but the main
you look at that and she's averag- thing was we were trying to locus
ing 21 in this building; that's not on the game and try to get a win
easy to do."
because that was a great team, and
BG forced the Zips into 22 it was a battle.'
turnovers for the game and
Prochaska trails only lackie
scored 37 points off those turn- Motycka (2.122 points from 1985overs, despite giving up the most 89| for first on BG's all-time scorpoints to an opponent it has all ing list
season.
■

Dominance

Milestone
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The Falcons'win against the Zips

With 11:56 remaining in the first
half, Lauren Prochaska reached the
2,000-point plateau for her career

SeeNOTES|Patjel0

COURT LEADER: Sophomore Cbrissy Steffen races ihe ball up coun during BGs 90-72 win against Akron Wednesday night. SieHen finished with 17 pants

6G 'Zips' past Akron

SPORTS
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Four score in double figures as Falcons win 15th consecutive game, improve to 15-1
By Justin Onflow
Reporter

Lauren Prochaska eclipsed the
2,000 career point mark and led
Ihe Falcons with 28 points, as
BG cruised past Akron 90-72 on
Wednesday night.
The Falcons are now 3-0 in MidAmerican Conference play and 15-1
overall on the season, which is the
best start in program history.
Senior Tracy Pontius got to a hot
start from behind the three-point
line, connecting on her first five
attempts. She finished the game
with 15 points on five-of-seven
from beyond the arc. Sophomore

guard Chrissy Steffen was the
Palcons' second-leading scorer
behind Prochaska with 17 points.
She added four rebounds, three
steals and two assists.
BG held a 47-35 lead at half, but
Akron began chipping away in the
second half. Taylor Kuper hit a threepointer with 16:31 on the clock to
cut the Falcon lead to six before an
Akron timeout.
The two teams would go point-forpoint into the second half, before a
Pontius three-pointer with 14:49 to
go swung the momentum in favor
of the Falcons.
Prochaska got a key block on
Akron's Jasmine Mushington on

Akron's ensuing possession, and
senior Maggie Hennegan scored
on a breakaway and an assist from
Steffen. Prochaska punctuated the
BG run with a three-pointer on the
team's next possession.
Coming into the contest, BG was
ranked third in the nation with
B.7 three-pointers per game. True
to form, the Falcons dropped 10
threes on the Zips and relied heavily on their outside shooting game
to sustain scoring runs. Pontius
and Prochaska combined for nine
makes from beyond the arc, and
See RECAP | Page 8

BG hockey ooks to keep positive
outlook
ite sub-par record
By RyanSatkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

The BG hockey team is at a crossroads in its season.
Heading into a weekend series
with No. 12 Miami, the Falcons (7-152, 2-12-2 Central Collegiate Hockey
Association) are riding a nine-game
conference winless streak, dating
back to Nov. 12 against Northern
Michigan.
With a chance to get on the right
track against a rival team that swept
the Falcons in a weekend series in
November, coach Chris Bergeron
said the team is fighting to keep its
mental toughness moving forward.
"We're fighting frustration; we're
Fighting lack of confidence; we're

Chris

Jordan
Samuels-Thomas
Bergeron wants his
forward to be more
relentless on the ice

Bergeron
Will head to Miami
for first time since
taking job at BG

fighting finger pointing and letting all of that take away from us
trying to improve on a daily basis,''
Bergeron said. "I think the guys are
looking at me and the coaching staff
at how to do that, and we're going to
do the best we can."
Throughout the season, Bergeron
has called for members of the team
to step up to a leadership role so that
the onus of leading the team would
not be placed solely on the shoulders of captain David Solway.

According to Bergeron, that still
has not happened.
"I think that we're really struggling for leadership, and I think
that a mistake that you make
when you have a team of 26 guys
is that you look at one person," he
said. "I'm not criticizing Solway;
I'm not criticizing anybody. I'm
stating a fact that we have a lack of
SeelCERS|Page8

PRO: Former BG goalie Jimmy Spratt signed a professional contract with the Toledo Walleye.

Former Falcon signs with Walleye
Former BG hockey goaltender posted an 8-3-2 record and a
Jimmy Spratt has agreed to 91.3 save percentage en route
terms with the ECHL's Toledo to an F.CI1I. playoff berth with
Walleye.
the team.
This is Spratt's second stint
Spratt had played in live games
with the club — he served as this season for Rapid City Hush
a back-up goalie for one game of the OIL before joining the
during the 2009-10 season — Walleye.
and he has had recent minor
Spratt joins fellow former
league success with the Las Falcons Kyle Page and losh Boyd,
Vegas Wranglers.
who are already members of the
With the Wranglers, Spratt Walleye.

TWITTER

HOCKEY

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG heads to Miami this weekend

FACEBOOK

SWIMMING
Falcons dive back into pool

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

Be sure to read Fridays erJoon of The BG News

More than a month since its last meet, the BG swim-

department on Facebook Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

for a fill! preview oftheBG men's hockey team

ming team will be back in action Friday when it hosts

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports

and its series with CCHA powerhouse Miami The

Eastern Michigan at Cooper Pool. Be sure to pick up

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twfttar.com/b9newssp0rts

RedHawks swept the Falcons earier this season

Fridays edition of The BG News for a full preview.
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LeBron delivers tweet to Cavs
after historic loss to Lakers
By Tom With*™
The Associated Press

"I thought that was embarrassing. I told
them at halftime, 'You look scared. You

CLEVELAND — LeBron
look scared to death.' That was my take
lames has tweaked Dan
Gilbert — and the Cavaliers
on it, as simple as that."
owner's miserable NBA
team — with a pointed
Byron Scott I Cavs' coach
tweet.
As lames' former teammates were absorbing a an hour-long TV special, two seasons with James,
55-point loss to the Los Gilbert accused lames of were playing poorly before
Angeles Lakers on Tuesday quitting in the playoffs the Varejao went down. Now,
they can only hope they've
night, the player fired off past two seasons.
And while both insist reached rock bottom.
a message on his Twitter
In their epic loss to the
account that seemed to be they've moved on, James'
tweet seems to show he Lakers, the Cavs played
directed at Gilbert.
lames wrote: "Crazy. has lingering bitterness three rookies for long
stretches and established
Karma is a b----.. Gets you toward Gilbert.
His social network mes- a new team record for fewevery time. Its not good to
wish bad on anybody. Cod sage was poorly received est points.
They also sustained
in Cleveland, where fans
sees everything!"
In July, after James still feel betrayed by him their worst loss since getting beat 141-87 in the 11th
announced he was leaving spurning them.
for Miami, Gilbert wrote a
It's bad enough the Cavs game of their inaugural
scathing letter to Cleveland are struggling, but James 1970 season.
The Lakers nearly doufans questioning the two- decided to kick them when
bled Cleveland's point
time MVP's character and they're down.
predicting he would take
The
Akron
native total. It was so bad that
Cleveland's curse with him was rudely received by the Lakers could have
"down south. ... lames will Cleveland fans when he gone scoreless in the secunfortunately own this returned on Dec. 2. The ond half — and still forced
dreaded spell and bad Heat demolished the Cavs overtime. The blowout
118-90 that night, and was especially disturbkarma."
The 112-57 loss to the both teams haven't been ing to first-year Cleveland
Lakers was the Cavs' 11th the same since. Miami has coach Byron Scott, a proud
straight and their most gone 19-1 after their visit to member of the Lakers'
lopsided since joining the Cleveland, while the Cavs "Showtime" teams.
"I thought that was
are 1-20.
league in 1970.
Little has gone right embarrassing," Scott said.
Afterward, Cavs guard Mo
Williams tweeted: "embar- this season for Cleveland, "I told them at halftime,
rassing, I feel like I can't which got off to a 7-9 start. 'You look scared. You look
But the losses have been scared to death.' That was
even show my face in Cleve."
James and Gilbert have mounting along with sev- my take on it, as simple
been at odds since the eral key injuries. Last week, as that."
Cavs forward Antawn
summer, when the super- hustling center Anderson
star decided to join forc- Varejao suffered a season- lamison was at a loss for
es in Miami with fellow ending injury when he tore words.
"In 13 years, 1 can honsuperstars Dwyane Wade an ankle tendon during a
non-contact running drill estly say I ain't ever felt
and Chris Bosh.
that embarrassed to be on
In an interview with in practice.
The Associated Press in
But the Cavs, who had the basketball court," he
the hours after James' the league's best regular- said. "There's nothing else
announcement
during season record the past you can really say."
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RUNNER: Tracy Pontius puts up a running jumpshot against the Zips Pontius finished with 15 points (all 5-pointefs)

RECAP
From Page 7
Steffen added the 10th.
Before the Akron game, BG
was also third in the nation
in turnovers with 13.4 per
game. The falcons turned it
over 15 times but forced 22
from Akron. BG took advantage with 2(1 first-half points
coming off turnovers alone.
They finished the game with
37 points off turnovers.
Although the Falcons
finished the game with 91)
points, the 72 points allowed
to Akron is a season-high for
BG. Carly Young, who was
recruited by BG's coach Gurt

"It's not something we
Miller, was a big part of the
good offensive performance weren't doing. 1 thought it
of the Zips. She was four-of- was more them playing at
sevenfromthree-point range a tempo |and| playing with
and finished with 14 points. confidence to execute what
Rachel Tecca and Taylor they were trying to accomRuper led Akron with 16 and plish," he said. "If we didn't
have that kind of night
15 points, respectively.
"That's the most points offensively, we wouldn't
we've given up all year," have won. Both teams were
Miller said. "All the credit very efficient."
BG will look to continue
goes to Akron and their
ability to execute in the half its efficiency this Saturday
court. We really had to have when they travel to Kent
a good night at the offen- to take on the Golden
sive end to come away with Flashes. Kent State is 12-3
[the| victory."
this season and coming off
Miller believes the high- a win at Ohio University
scoring affair was a big cred- on Wednesday. That conit to the offensive ability of test is scheduled to begin
both team's players.
at 2 p.m.

his alma mater and for- three things we asked of
mer employer Miami this him are being relentless,
weekend. However, it will putting more pucks on the
From Page 7
be his first time coaching in net and just continuing to
depth in our leadership on Oxford since he took the job move his feet all over the
ice," Bergeron said. "If he
this team."
at BG last April.
"I think going back to could do that, he could be
Even with the team's
poor record, Bergeron Oxford for the first time in a top forward in this league
feels that this season will a while will be fun for me," consistently."
still be a positive one, due Bergeron said. "They're on Mont rose
to the fact that he feels a bit of a slide right now, so
Former BCi defenseman
the team has competed 1 expect them to be angry
hard throughout the sea- and fired up; but we're on Michael Mont rose has
son, and because of the a slide too, so I hope that rejoined his junior hockey
groundwork being set for we're angry and fired up and team, the Tri-City Storm
future seasons.
1 think we will be."
of the United State Hockey
"I feel that today will build Absent
League.
on tomorrow, and so on and
Montrose, along with
so on," Bergeron said. "In
Sophomore
forward junior forward Brennan
sports you get instant feed- Jordan Samuels-Thomas Vargas, left the team for
back, and the feedback we was a healthy scratch unspecified reasons over
have gotten is negative, so Saturday against Ferris Christmas break.
our challenge as coaches is State. It was the second time
Because Montrose is
to prove to the guys that this this season that Bergeron 19, he was still eligible to
will work."
has benched the team's return to his junior hockey
leading scorer for his lack of team. He will also be able
Reunion part two
hard-nosed play.
to join a college program
For the second time this
"We want him to be a after his junior career is
season, Bergeron will face power forward, which the over.
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Hey Falcon fans! Help us "Pack the House" this Sunday for our first
Throwback Game! Take advantage of $1.00 tickets, $1.00 hot dogs, and
$2.00 souvenir popcorn while your Falcons wear retro jerseys from
1962 in honor of the final season at Anderson Arena... BE THERE!
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WATER
From Page 1

ily of the water is very good.
"In the last 10 to 15 years,
the water treatment plant has
been updated tremendously,"
he said.
The water treatment plant
has been renovated over the
years by expanding its capacity and adding new filters and
clarifiers, Silverman said.
In 1990 a 170 million gallon above ground reservoir
was constructed to create an
alternative to river source in
times of poor raw water quality as stated on the city's website, www.bgohio.org.
"Our source water is from
the Maumee River, which is
medium quality," Silverman
said. "Put that with very good
treatment and the end product is better than most."
In 2000 an activated carbon filtration plant was
constructed to improve the
taste and odor of the treated water, which removes
a variety of contaminants.
The plant has also been
upgraded with a new pumping station that increases
the capacity of water that
the plant is able to treat.

Progress is still being made
to increase capacity by 4.2
million gallons per day more
than when it was originally
constructed in 1950, as also
stated on the city's website.
Silverman said the plant
began toimprove to meet new
regulations and to change
people's negative thoughts
on the water quality.
"People have a much more
positive attitude about it.
Twenty years ago everybody
complained about the drinking water," he said.
Pierce said every public
water system has to measure
up to a set of standards created by the EPA under the
Safe Drinking Water Act.
Part of meeting these standards involves testing the
water supplies for bacteria,
contaminants, nitrates and
chemicals. There could be a
violation if the levels exceed
the Maximum Contaminant
Level as determined by the
EPA. If there is a serious violation, such as a high level
of nitrates — which would
be harmful to infants — the
EPA must be notified immediately so action can be taken,
Pierce said.
Any other violations will be
published by each water sys-

tem onceayearinaConsumer
Confidence Report. This document is required under the
Safe Drinking Water Act and
also includes the results of
water testing. It explains a
variety of water quality and
health related issues as well
as the source of the water,
which could be rivers, lakes,
reservoirs, or ground water
wells.
Pierce said that she had not
heard of any major problems
with Bowling Green's water
quality.
"There's a district office
in Bowling Green, and
we're drinking it there,"
Pierce said.
Ohio EPA district offices
are also located in Columbus,
Dayton, Twinsburg and
Logan, and the central office
is located in Columbus.
If there is an advisory
because of an Ohio water
system's violation, it can be
viewed at www.app.epa.ohio.
gov/ddagw/Advisories/advisories.html. Bowling Green
does not have any advisories.
However there are currently
three individual water systems in Wood County that
have advisories for high levels of conform bacteria and
fluoride contaminants.

Did You Know.
Hummingbirds
are the only
animals able to
backwards
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oneofher classes at Pirelands

TASTING
From Page 1

The near-capacity crowd
had a large number of tasters who have made it common practice to attend
every month, while it also
had more then a dozen
students who were making their first appearance
at the event.
One of those first-time
tasters and a self-proclaimed "average beer connoisseur" junior Matthew
Kirkland said it was nice to
have a beer tasting event
open to students.
"I don't drink the normal,
cheap beers that average
college students drink. It's
nice to try different premium beers," Kirkland said.
While there are traditions
—every Decemberhe selects
Winter Beers — Coomes
works with the staff of the
Pub and Dining Services to

First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrmaptforaone
bdrm price!

meccabg.com

(Only valid if signed before 2/28/11)

1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH 43402

Located at:

t=r

students generally learn better when they're enjoying
the course," he said. "Being
popular and effective is the
best reward that we can have,
and constructive comments
on the subjective portion
help us realize how to do
things better or what we're
doing right.''
Sophomore Molly Swartz
said she thinks evaluations
are helpful when students
provide constructive criticism, but most probably
don't take the time to do so.
"Once, I had a lab teacher
from China, and it was pretty
hard to understand her," she
said. "I'm sure some students
wrote mean things about
her speech, but I don't think
teachers can really work on
those sorts of things."
Swartz's recommendations for improving evaluations were eliminating the

UURSNPOff
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CONNOISSEUR: Mike Coomes describes each British ale and gives it to everyone
at the beer lasting event

keep a variety of selections
Next month the tastfrom month-to-month.
ing will take place on Feb.
"We try and build off of 17 in Union 201. Students
different themes ... we've and faculty interested in
done it based on geography, the next tasting — which
international and seasonal will feature Belgian Beers
beers; we've also done beers — should contact Snyder at
with an animal theme, as kaicelwbgsu.edu to registhey've had animals in their ter, and the price to register
names," Coomes said.
is SKI.

2011-2012
FULL LISTING!

MMmuMwrm

GAIL FOR SPECIALS!
300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

From Page 1

"strongly disagree, strongly campus last year.
"One of my professors got
agree" scales on evaluation
sheets and allowing more constructive comments and
time for subjective written changed the way she presented the material to make
responses.
"I hate |the scales] and I the class better." she said.
don't think a lot of people "When students take the
take them seriously and just time to fill them out, they're
mark any answer," she said. a good way to voice your
"Short answers are more opinion and make changes."
hands-on and give better
Margaret Weinberger, an
instructor in Lee's departfeedback."
Her roommate, sopho- ment, said she finds writmore Megan Rhodes, said ten evaluations helpful, but
she agreed and offered olher believes it's impossible for
suggestions for improving objective evaluation methods to ask the right questions
evaluations.
"1 think there should be of a diverse class.
"One of the best evalua way to not have to fill out
evaluations for teachers ations I ever received was
who consistently gel good a written response from a
reviews over and over again," student, who said 'She never
she said. "They're pointless, made me feel stupid during
because there isn't much to class discussion,"' she said.
That was what he liked best
change, but I think they're
good when you don't like a about my class. I thought it
teacher or a teacher is new."
was very interesting, and it
In that type of situation, meant more than the scores,
Rhodes said evaluations do because it told me 1 was
help, and actually improved doing my job right."
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Warsaw _
Bounce
"Heads up!•
Dark brown pigment
Mesmerized
George's musical partner
Bellmi opera
'Pioneering Frank King
comic strip featunng Walt
■■
and Skeezm
9 1990s 'Inside Edition" host
10 Shells, e.g.
11 Unusual companion? 28 John in Scotland
12 10-Down type
33 Trendy place for a
17 'Award-winning author
breather?
34 Hard-to-find clownfist
of "The Absoljtely
3b Picketer s bane
True Diary of a
37 Vertical passage
Part-Time Indian"
39 Captain Kirk's record
20 Tiny biter
42 Stays away from
22 Lifted
44 Pricey
24 Sleeveless summer
wear, or what each
49 Staff symbol
50 Drab color
answer to a starred
H
clue might be said to 51 1990s-2000s Braves
catcher Javy
have
52 Ed of "Up"
25 Climbing lane
54 Rumble in the Jungle
occupant
setting
26 Univ. employee
56 Netflix shipments
Like some conditional state57 Actress Rowlands
ments
58 _ poll
Warty amphibian
61 'Go Simpsonic With
Smger Sumac
the Simpsons"
Hard-rock link
composer Clausen
Eye hungrily
Hunk
ANSWERS
Polite links response
Loll
Outfit
s i H 3
1 V it 3
3 I
a 1 3 1 «■? A 3
1 N V a
Drive crazy
A V N
X 3 a i
Back talk
1 1
N v.u 3 a I
1 M i 0 T 0
1
Like former spirals
3 7jV 1 1 d V 1 0 i
1
Surefooted goat
0
1 c
s V
Pre-holiday day
V n A|O V 0
3 H 1
1
Handle with skill
0 3 X 3 1 3 I X N V
s s 0 r*
Hindu royal
V H 3
s N 0 1 A
V n X
Shriner s cap
H
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Lowly workers
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HUDDLE: 8G coach Curt Millet tails to his team during Wednesdays win against Akron

NOTES
From Page 7
gives them a 45-2 advantage
in the all-time series.
BG has won I he last 16
meetings, and Miller is 16-0
all-time in his Falcon career
against Akron.
Home cookin'
The Falcons are 9-0 at

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
Hit BG Nnw "111 not knuwiiiRlv accept
idwili-iliifiil- (Ital IIIM 11 in i: Mir Of
encourage discrimination ugaimi any
individualoi gioiii)on (lie h,i«s of i.»c
*e* color, creed, religion, national Oil
gin, MOMl ork'nialion. disability. KUlU
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us when we needed it in
big moments. They were
right there behind us the
whole way."

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers. Flex. hrs. only 15
min. Irom BG Apply in person at
465 W Dussel Dr. Maumee. OH
(419)893-2290

1 BR apt, 854 8th St, $4O0A-no ♦
elec w/ $400 security dep
No pets Call 419-392-3354

2BR-404 1/2 S College
$675/mo + utilities. A/C. W/D incl.
Avail Aug Call 419-352-6948

4 S 5BR houses w/ 2 baths
on Pike St

1.2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville.
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.

AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St.
1 & 2 BR apt free internet.
low as 199/mo, see CartyRentals,
all next to campus 353-0325

2BR house, near campus,
$750/mo, avail 08/2011
Call 419-352-5882

1, 2 & 3BR apts. close to campus,
avail end of January & next S.Y.
Call Gary at 419-352-5414

3 bedroom, 1 bath apt.
recently updated, small pets OK.
619 High St. Call 419-308-3525.

11-12 sy. few houses remain,
next to campus, 419-353-0325.
also see CartyRentals.com
Also i 8 2 BR apts, avail. 1/1/11.

3 BR house, 404 S. College.
S625/mo plus util.
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850

1 or 2 roommates needed in May
to share large 3 BR furnished
house wr7 yard. Next to campus
$366 67-$550/mo ♦ UHI
Call Brad at 419-308-7763.

Help Wanted
BARTENDING! up to $3007day.
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174.

41

home this season and have
won 38 consecutive regularseason games at "The House
That Roars."
A large part to BG's success at home has been its
crowd, which didn't let up
Wednesday night.
"I thought our crowd was
great," Prochaska said. "It
was nice to have the band
back, and they really
brought a lot of energy to

For Rent

Thr B(iNrt^n>wnr« the ilghl lodrcllnr.
dbOD iu«* HI rtVlM any advpiiiwineni
Midi H IIIIIM- found ir» be defamatory,
lacking In (actual li.ii.is. misleading oi
fahw in nature All advi-ftUementt are
\ul)|ect to editing and approval.

1 They may be indoor or outdoor
5 Starr with rhythm
10 Angel dust, for short
13 Yearn (for)
14 Like a supportive crowd
15 Come as you _
16 China flaw
17 Far from dense
18 Source of rays
19 "West Side Story' duet
21 Prepare to seal, as an envelope
23 Classic Welles role
24 Whopper
25 Sunscreen letters
27 7-Down's 'Casta diva." e.g.
29 UN workers' gp.
30 Fab rival
31 Agt. under Ness
32 Hose
36 Playwright Hart
38 Place for a bracelet
40 Suit

1 room etfic. shared bath.
co-ed only, turn, avail 7/15/11,
3BR house, avail. Aug 15, 2011.
Call 419-601-3225

Up next
BG heads to Kent State
Saturday for a 2 p.m. start.
The Falcons swept the
season series against the
Golden Flashes a year ago,
including a 89-61 win at the
M.A.C Center.

2, 3 & 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th St.
Avail May & August 2011
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456.
www.rutterdudley.com
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300 Napoleon Road
Bowling Green

VILLAGE

419-352-6335

APARTMENTS

311 Ridge -3 BR house,
available Fall 2011.
Call 419-352-5882
3BR apt, near campus/downtown
S950/mo, utils. Incl, avail 08/2011.
Call 419-352-5882

Email winihrop@gefdenlch.com
Hours Mon Fri 9amSpm.
Sal 11am-2pm

Call 419-352-5239
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nut Gas {Heal. Water. Cooking)
FREE High Speed Internet
FREE Basic Cade
FREE Resident Shuttle
FREE DVD Urary
■Ml WalerS Trash

5BR. 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, S1100/mo.
Avail lor 11-12 sy- year lease
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611

HOUSES, HOUSES, HOUSES
Rent reduced-remaining houses
500 Lehman. 419-352-6064.
www.lroboserentals.com

Highland Management
Now leasing for 2011 -2012 sy.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Call 419-354-6036, M-F
bghighlandmgmt.com

Large 1 BR. near campus.
Avail Fall 2011, S475/mo,
utils incl Call 419-352-5882.

Houses « Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www.BGApartmtnU.com

Lrg 4BR house. 149 Prospect St,
W/D hook up, close to campus,

avail. July 15, Si 100/mo -mUl,
Call 419-353-1556
Room for rent in Portage home.
WHi, W/D, $300/mo. utils incl
Call 419-308-5417

WINTHROP TERRACE

H

BGSU
CAMPUS CASH
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& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS

GAS

ALSO INCLUDED
Two Outdoor Pools
On-Slte Laundry Facilities
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances
Rent Payable Online
Lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Awatd Bonuses
Off Street i Guest Parking
Recycling Program

Heal/Hot Water/Cooking
INCLUDED

STOP BY
AND SEE US

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

No Appointments Necessary

INCLUDED

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED
PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED
WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

Free Video library with New Releases

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135
wlnthfop@gefdenich.coni
www.winthropteirace.coin
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Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Sign Up Now!
Qdoba:
Buy One, Get One
E Entree

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Available for 2011-2012
■ We have Efficiencies. 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
■ In most cases. Furnished and unfurnished arc the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash arc included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

Text BGSU to 46786

•LOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

&. Get deals sent to your phone
O Show your- phone and save
O Get exclusive prdmos all year!

319 V.. Womtcr Street, Howling < .run. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RF.NTAL OFFICE 1419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.coni

•Works>like a standard text rne&sag«. No extra charge*,.

Dubuv.ampusCasn.com

514 N. Prospect $1400
315 N. Summit $1400
622 E. Wooster $1495

Newlove Rentals
332 S Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• Four bedroom houses
* Close to Campus

